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NEWS & VIEWS
Every year I dream it,
hoping things will change,
An end to the crying,
the shouting,
the dying,
And I hope you
will dream it too!
It's Christmas,
Remember?
We've got to remember!
The whole world needs,
a Christmas dream,
We need it to warm us,
to calm us,
to love us,
to help us to dream
our Christmas dream!
Andrew Lloyd-Webber / Tim Rice
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Programme and Notice
Sunday Service
5th December - Barbara Clifford ‘Where will I Sleep tonight?’ What do you think of when
you think of home? A shelter from the elements, safe and protected, surrounded by family,
or do you think of sadness and unhappiness due to abuse and poverty? at 7pm via Zoom
12th December - John Clifford ‘Of Freedom and Boundaries’. I am different and unique! I
am linked to everything and everyone! How does thinking about boundaries help increase
our sense of freedom? at 11am in the church & via Zoo
19th December - Ali Briggs 'Origins of Christmas'. Exploring the origins of some of our
beloved Christmas traditions, at 7pm via Zoom
26th of December – We don’t have a formal service planned in the church but GUC will
be open at 11am for anyone who would like to meet to sing carols and share seasonal
readings. Coffee time will follow as usual with mince pies! For those unable to attend in
person, please join us on Zoo
Wednesday Meetings
1st December - discussion about how to move forward with the review of the role and
policies of the Scottish Unitarian Association led by Ruth Gregor
8th December - join with Unitarians in Edinburgh to explore how Unitarians celebrate
Christmas
15th December - Grey Owl: pretend Indian, real conservationis
22nd December - bring a favourite piece of music to shar
29th December - rationality or gut instinct? A short video and discussion of the ideas of
Steven Pinke
Take a look at our new look website, soon to replace the existing website, here:
https://glasgowunitarians.org
We are sorry to note the sudden death of
Vivien Smith, longtime member of the
Glasgow congregation, on the 26th of
October. Vivien’s funeral was held on the 11th
November at the Linn Crematorium. Roddy
Macpherson conducted the service and 10
Glasgow Unitarians were in attendance.
Appreciations of Vivien are included below
Glasgow Unitarians were very pleased to
welcome Mehdi Saki as a member of the
church during the service led by Ruth
Gregory on the 14th of November. Mehdi has
been attending the church since 2013, and
both Mehdi and the congregation, around 12
in the church, and 12 on Zoom, were glad to
af rm our ongoing commitment to mutual
support in our religious and spiritual
development.
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Glasgow Unitarian Church – A home for free thinkers
It’s the end of a website era!
As you may know, the GA has
recommended that as many
Unitarian churches as possible
should change their websites over to
a Wo r d p r e s s f o r m a t a n d h a s
supplied step-by-step instructions for
doing this. This will mean that, in the
interests of continuity, the whole
movement can be linked into the
same format.
Donald Jacobs has risen to the
challenge and worked his way
through these instructions to create
GUC’s very own version. Although
the visual style closely echoes the
new UK website, the information is
all ours - taken from our existing
website with some added useful
information.
The Publicity Group responded very
positively to what Donald has done
and had no hesitation in
recommending it to the management
Committee to be installed as soon as
possible.
We know that opinions are divided
about the style of the UK website and
the new logo. Colour and design
really are matters of taste. I like the
new visual style. To my eye, it is
colourful, energetic and youthful.
You will have noticed that I have
replaced the old chalice logo with the
new version on the covers of
News&Views. When I look again at
the former chalice, it looks very old
fashioned and a bit stuffy to me now
( I always thought it was too like the
Scripture Union’s logo.)

The advantages of adopting this new
website are clear :1- We have not needed to pay a
freelance professional web developer to
do this thanks to Donald who has
tackled the task as a volunteer on our
behalf. This has saved us quite a lot of
money which we can now use for other
things (eg new equipment to improve our
blended zoom services.)
2 - Our new website can be run and
easily up-dated by Donald and Ali. There
is no longer a need to rely on the
generous technical support of John
Wilkinson. He is now looking forward to
his well deserved retirement.
Over many years, John has been a great
friend to GUC. Although I designed the
existing website it was John who was
our technical support and followed my
instructions to regularly up-date it . He
was helping around 50 other Unitarian
churches to do this!)
I hope you will like our new website as
much as I do. Every church relies on
collaboration. We all bring what gifts and
talents we have to promote our free faith.
Thank you Donald, John, Ali.....and all
who play their part in doing this for GUC.
Lyanne
PageMitchell
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Whatever each of us knew of Vivien’s heart – I mean, both the vital muscular organ, and
the inmost seat of her emotions – the suddenness of her death on 26th October was a
shock to us all. The moment came at home, Vivien having readied herself in anticipation of
a routine hospital visit. It came with the great blessing of her son Jimmy’s presence, right
to the end.
Glasgow Unitarian Church was Vivien’s church and her parents’ church. It was the place
she met her future husband, Jimmy. They married in the church (then at the corner of Pitt
Street and St. Vincent Street) on St. Patrick’s Day 1969. It was here, in our humbler
building in Berkeley Street, that Vivien was sitting in her usual seat in recent weeks, after
the long separation from the place because of the lockdowns. In her last month, she was
very happy to be on her Sunday outing to her spiritual home. Meeting for funerals
sometimes leads on to much happier times together. I rst met Vivien ten years ago, when
I was called for to conduct Jimmy Senior’s funeral.
Vivien Anne was born on 24th January 1947, in the granite city of Aberdeen, during that
famously cold winter, into the warm household of Ernest Cockburn and his wife, Margaret
Low. Vivien was the rst-born daughter, and, until her sister Sandra’s birth in 1949, an only
child, in one sense. But she grew up knowing she was not the rst-born. She had an older
brother, Iain, whose death as a baby was never to be forgotten by their loving parents.
Vivien was proud of her Aberdeen origins and had many Aberdeenshire stories. A
particular favourite was of playing rounders on holiday in Royal Deeside, when, once upon
a time, the Duke of Edinburgh knocked the ball into the outermost roughness, never to be
found.
The Cockburn family attended Aberdeen
Unitarian Church and there Vivien was named
with suitable ceremony. They translated to
Glasgow Unitarian Church when their
daughters were young. It was the Glasgow
minister who married Vivien and Jimmy in
1969, and sister Sandra and Donald, 1971.
Their parents were, as I referred to them at
Jimmy’s funeral in 2011, pillars indeed of the
temple of Glasgow Unitarianism.
Vivien had her schooling in Paisley, followed
by three years living-in at the Victoria In rmary
during her nursing training. Much later in life, I
think, came Vivien’s intellectual epiphany,
when she enrolled as a student at the
Caledonian University. In 1998, Vivien, aged
51 and a half, graduated bachelor of arts in
social sciences.
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VIVIEN SMITH (1947-2021) – extracts from what was said at the
funeral in St. Mungo’s Chapel, Linn Crematorium, on 11th
November, as spoken by Roddy Macpherso

The shared interest in Unitarianism was clearly of importance to Jimmy and Vivien. She
often spoke of times in the YPL, and the IRF. I had to ask her to explain the acronyms. The
Young People’s League and the International Religious Fellowship recalled to Vivien’s
mind such happy memories of gatherings at Hucklow, Derbyshire, the Unitarian retreat.
Here, she and Jimmy enjoyed the company of other young people from across the world,
in a Unitarian fellowship.
This was the background to Jimmy and Vivien’s meeting, and the foundation of their family.
We celebrate the love of Jimmy and Vivien and the closeness of their family. Margaret
Emily, born 1971; Sheila Anne, born 1974; and James Alexander, born 1978. Vivien loved
being Granny Smith to Adam and Holly. She was interested in her godchildren, Jamie
Burrows, grandson of Aberdeen Unitarian minister, Carol Burrows; and Shannon and
Serena Mackenzie Fairley, daughters of Morag (who, after the service, told me that she
was married in the Unitarian church).
Jimmy and Vivien moved with their family to Drumby Crescent in 1976. A comfortable
home must have been terribly threatened by Jimmy’s misfortune in his health. Ill health
forced Jimmy’s retirement at the early age of 48. The death of Vivien’s father followed in
1984, with Vivien’s mother following in 1987. Things must have been very dif cult then.
But her children think appreciatively of their mother’s home-making skills, learned so much
from Vivien’s own mother. At home, there were the apples on the tree, potatoes in the
garden, tomatoes in the porch. Fruit picking, jam making, delicious baking – these are
memories of a mother’s talents at home. She was also taking a close interest in her
children’s schooling at Williamwood High, as evidenced by her terms on the PTA, and
school board
She was chief parcel-taker-in of the Drumby postcode, and was showered with gifts each
Christmas by appreciative neighbours. How very appreciative Vivien was of her
neighbours’ kindness, and of the interest in her life that their lives created.
We joined in giving thanks for Vivien’s part in upholding “this noble enterprise” of life by
singing Hymn 39 from the Purple Book, “For the Splendour of Creation”. We also listened
to Pete Seegar’s rendition of “Die Gedanken sind frei”, Vivien’s favourite hymn. “My Way”
was another apt offering for the stubborn heroine of the funeral tribute. We listened to it at
the end of the service, as performed by Vivien’s favourite musical artist, Ray Quinn. I
counted at least ten current members of GUC within St. Mungo’s Chapel for this service of
remembrance on 11th November.
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Her Unitarianism included a strong appreciation of life-long learning. The Mitchell Library –
named after a Glasgow Unitarian, Stephen Mitchell – holds the church records. (George
Baillie, another founder of Glasgow public libraries, was a member too of our
congregation.) In the minute book of this unorthodox, but august, society, we read that Mr.
James R. Smith was elected Honorary Secretary in 1964. At the following year’s annual
meeting, the committee got a new member: Miss Vivien Cockburn. And Jimmy Smith,
holding secretarial of ce there, also had all the glamour of the handsome older man for
Vivien Cockburn. Years later, Vivien was still active in the church, for her children
remember her on the church committee and, with Barbara, taking care of the Sunday
School.

Vivien was as unique a human being as there could be. Sadly, she died quite suddenly.
Her son Jimmy was with her. Many throughout the Unitarian movement will remember
Vivien. She was a committed Unitarian all her days as was her husband Jimmy Smith
(deceased). Roddy Macpherson conducted the funeral service at Linn Crematorium on
Thursday 11 November. Vivien and Jimmy had three children Margaret, Sheila and Jimmy.
Vivien was very proud of her two grandchildren Adam and Holly Smith. The fact that Vivien
was liked and respected was evident from the number of those who attended the funeral. It
might not have seemed so to some but once you knew her Vivien had a wonderful sense
of humour. As one relatively recent friend of hers kindly put it “she was a receptacle of
trivia” meaning of course she had a knack of storing up unusual facts especially those she
heard on the radio. She would then put these as questions to her friends, mostly on a
Sunday morning at church, to which of course we had no answers and then Vivien would
reveal the answers to our astonishment and apparent disbelief. Another more obvious trait
was Vivien’s caring nature. She was without any doubt interested in the well-being of those
in the congregation who were ill. Although of an inquisitive mind Vivien, when it came to
passing on news about others knew where to draw the line. In her younger days Vivien
was active throughout the Unitarian movement but in particular in the UYPL (Unitarian
Young People’s League). In the old St Vincent Street Glasgow Unitarian Church building
where she and Jimmy met she was in charge of the bookstall which in those days was
lled with Lindsey Press Unitarian Publications. As far as publicity went apart from
Wayside Pulpit posters that was it. Vivien took her responsibility as publicity of cer most
seriously. It is a fact of life that too often as people grow older and less active it is forgotten
they had a springtime once of happiness and growth. We shall not forget Vivien. She will
be missed
Margaret Paxto
I knew Vivien for more than 30 years through meeting her at GUC and our joint
involvement with the rather large number of members’ children that we tried to provide
some programme for. Vivien had three, as had Corrina, Lyanne had two, Kerr had two, and
my own two. In addition to Sunday morning activities we had outings to nearby parks and
parties — Christmas, etc. But to fund these activities, some of us had to do fundraising.
Vivien would make bread, which always sold very easily — she was always prepared to
help. My son remembers Vivien with fondness as she was kind and was one of the few
adults in the church that would spend time talking with him. Later, when he started a
course at University, Vivien, who had recently completed the course, kindly gave him the
relevant books. Vivien you will be sadly missed
Barbara Clifford
Vivien soon took me under her wing when I was new to the church and to Unitarianism.
We spent many companionable breaks from co ee hour, sitting together on the church
steps and watching the world go by. Vivien’s motto was “make a di erence” and she
de nitely achieved that in many ways large and small. Such as when she kept me
supplied with sugar sachets to put in my co ee, during a time when I needed all the
calories I could get, and as my trusty co-pilot on our forays into parts of the city and
surrounds unfamiliar to me.
Ruth Jacobs
Vivien Anne Smith
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Vivien Smith (Cockburn) 24 January 1947 - 26 October 2021

This rst of its kind in the church craft sale is maybe too late for any Christmas gifts but on
the other hand perhaps it is not! Last minute shopping! If the sale goes well there could be
something bigger in future and more inclusive of hand crafted work among the
congregation. The request to Management Committee to hold the sale was originally made
by the writer of this notice with the intention of having an outlet for displaying and selling
some of the crafts of Julie De Simone one of our members who was too modest to ask
herself. The venture has expanded a bit into welcoming other types of contributions from
other members which will delight on the day of the 12 December following the church
service at 11 am.
Merry Christmas and a Good New Year to All
Margaret Paxton

!
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Craft Sale - 12 December 2021

Gandhi – the Natural Environmentalis
In Gandhi’s time environmentalism was of limited interest and concern. John Muir,
the Scottish-born American pioneer of environmentalism, was born 30 years before
Gandhi and his in uence was as one who has a great respect for nature and the desire to
preserve it in its natural state. Today we are only too aware of the damage we have been
in icting on the Earth. A rapidly growing world population and a natural desire for a decent
standard of living is having an enormous impact on natural processes and resources.
Gandhi’s philosophy, and even more his way of life, can be a guide for today. The
traditional Indian outlook exempli ed by Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism embraces the
unity of all existence and respect for all beings. Respect for the earth and its amazing
interactive processes should follow. Exploitation is excluded from this outlook yet this is
what we have had in abundance since at least the start of the Industrial Revolution
There is much, I believe, that is positive stemming from the Age of Enlightenment –
the scienti c explanations of existence, the growth of tolerance, the gradual – but too
gradual – spread of the idea of equality. Science and its applications in technology,
however, were by no means always good. In addition to increasingly destructive warfare,
the development of industrial machinery enabled the employment of large numbers of
children, women and men in factories owned by a single individual who could grow rich on
their labour. The development of trade through colonies created and held by military force
allowed a similar inequality to ourish
Nevertheless, modern technology combined with free market economy (even if the
‘free’ is exaggerated) has led to great improvements in raising populations above bare
subsistent level. But it has been accompanied by at least two serious disadvantages –
continuing inequality with absurdly rich billionaires multiplying, and increasing deterioration
of the environment due to manufacture and transport of non-essential goods and an
increasing desire for travel
In his student days Gandhi adopted the lifestyle of the British middle class – even
starting violin and dancing classes. But he quickly realised that he could not maintain that
standard (his family were not wealthy by British standards) and he began to simplify his
lifestyle, eg walking large distances rather than using public transport, moving to cheaper
accommodation. When he settled in South Africa and began to earn as an advocate he
moved with his family to a spacious house. And dressed in the manner expected.
However in time he began to simplify such things and gave his surplus to further the
causes he considered important. Back in India he cut down even more in diet, clothes and
shelter until he could reduce no further
Gandhi’s motivation by this time was based on a belief that one had no right to have
access to more than necessities when others did not even have that. Gandhi detested
poverty that was not voluntarily borne.
He was famous for reusing envelopes and cards sent to him and would use a pencil
till it could no longer be held. Food he regarded as something to keep one alive not for
enjoyment. Nothing should be wasted, including use of one’s time. Admittedly this is rather
extreme but waste has become an integral part of modern culture thus contributing to
global warming among other things. Much unused food ends up in land ll sites where it
produces methane, a more powerful global warming gas than carbon dioxide. Relatively
cheap manufactured goods are not made to be repaired because replacement produces
larger pro ts for manufacturers. We are enticed by advertising to buy goods of new design
or with new features although they may add little of importance. Hence increasing
consumption of raw materials, increasing energy use in mining, manufacture and
transport.
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And what of our computers, mobile phones, robots of increasing sophistication?
Undoubtedly they can be useful but there is no constraint about traditional economics –
there is a race to develop them because pro ts can be made by the controllers of
corporations who already have more than enough but are addicted to increasing their
wealth. One of the latest amusements of billionaires is space tourism – well, they have to
do something with their money. Another expression of their addiction is that although the
super rich have more than they know what to do with many of them do their utmost to
avoid paying taxes. This means inequality and waste on a grand scale
But what of the majority of the population in the developed countries? Apparently
people of average income and wealth are living beyond what the earth can provide. It is
reasonable and just that everyone on the Earth should have enough food, basic clothes, a
modest house, access to education and to health services. I suggest this can be done,
although a smaller and stable world population would help (that could come in time). It
cannot be done with an ever rising desire for more and more of everything – and that still
appears to be the shared belief of economists and politicians in power.
I doubt if we can reduce consumption and waste suf ciently to avoid really serious
global warming without the adoption of a different economic system on the basis of a
humane philosophy
True economics never militates against the highest ethical standard just as all true ethics
to be worth its name must at the same time be also good economics. An economics that
inculcates Mammon worship, and enables the strong to amass wealth at the expense of
the weak, is a false and dismal science. It smells death. True economics, on the other
hand, stands for social justice, it promotes the good of all equally including the weakest,
and is indispensable for decent life. M K Gandhi Harijan 9/10/3
George Paxton

Not all climate news is bad new
A scientist in Greenland’s capital, Nuuk (latitude 64 degrees, on Greenland’s western
coast) says that as the ice-cap melts, it is depositing a very ne silt, the particles of which
have been pulverised by millennia under the weight of ice. This Glacial Rock Flour is being
deposited at a rate of something like a billion tons per year
Professor Rosing and his team at the University of Copenhagen have established that the
nutrient-rich mud boosts agricultural output when applied to farmland, and absorbs carbon
dioxide from the air in the process
Carlsberg brewers have found that adding it to barley crops in Denmark boosted the yield
by 30%. And in Ghana, a similar result was obtained by spreading it on maize elds
The nano-size of the particles allows plants more access to nutrients than they would get
from the Ghanaian rocky farmland
The potential is there, but Greenland is some way from being able to turn it into a thriving
extraction and exporting industry
REUTERS (Information obtained from the i newspaper of 19th November)
Janet Brigg
I visited an amazing shop in Morningside in Edinburgh with lots of appealing cakes.
All the cakes cost £1, except for one cake that cost £2. I asked the baker why that
cake cost £2. He said, “that’s Madeira cake!” (Obviously this is a joke – cakes are
much more expensive than this in Morningside.)
Donald Jacobs

.
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Dear Glasgow Unitarian Church,
Thanks so much for having us! We felt so lucky to have safe,
welcoming space to stay in. It means a lot that Glasgow has
welcomed the climate movement with such open arms, even if the
politicians haven’t. We couldn’t have done any of it without you!
The Global Justice Youth Network ♥

Glasgow Unitarians Iain
Brown, Mehdi Saki, and
Roddy Macpherson were
pleased to welcome a
small number of Unitarians
attending events in
Glasgow from farther
a eld to the church at a
couple of open evenings
during the COP26
conference
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Using GUC During
COP26

few days. The rooms were a hive of
industry. The Group was delighted with
the accommodations, and before they
left, spent several hours cleaning the
rooms. Global Justice Now

Mother of Mercy, Helen Elwes 2021

The Coat of Hopes

GUC saw a change of use in November
during COP26.
Helen & Steve are travelling pilgrims from
Bristol. They attended COP26 with the
‘Coat of Hopes’, embellished with
embroidered patches. Helen also painted
the banner ‘Mother of Mercy’ which she
took to rallies during the conference and
kindly left cards in the Church for anyone
who would like one. Helen & Steve’s
accommodation was cancelled, without
notice, while they were walking to
Glasgow, leaving them with nowhere to
stay. After checking with our insurers, we
were able to allow them to stay in the
Church for the fortnight. For which we
have their heartfelt thanks.
Visit Coat of Hopes on Facebook.

The Brahma Kumaris held several events
and workshops in the Church during
Cop26. Inner Space is an oasis of calm
stillness and nurturing providing people
with spiritual tools through courses talks
and meditation Inner Space is an oasis
of calm stillness and nurturing and has
provided thousands of people with
spiritual tools through courses, talks and
meditation. Inner Space

Global Justice Now, campaigners
challenging power and injustice, on key
issues such as climate justice, global
trade rules and corporate power,
used GUC as a base of operations for a
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Quilter's Poem

Our GUC Wall Hanging

(Author: unknown
Love is a quilt a quilt is love .
Both love and a quilt
should be:
Soft enough
to comfort you,
Bright enough
to cheer you,
Generous enough
to enfold you,
Light enough
to let you move freely,
Strong enough
to withstand adversity,
Durable enough
to last a lifetime,
And given gladly,
from the heart.

This lovely wall-hanging was designed and sewn by Alice
Barnes, wife of Jefferson Barnes, Ex Director of the
Glasgow School of Art .

It was sewn, not as a bed quilt but as a wall hanging, by his wife, Alice Barnes , who
was a quilter of some reputation. It was donated to our church by their daughter Jan.
It is called ʻFour Seasonsʼ and I used it as the background for our former website
almost as our ‘Corporate Identity’ - not only because it is very beautiful but also
because I think it could be seen as a symbol of US - a patchwork of different
individuals with varied views and ideas, coming together to make up a liberal
Unitarian fellowship.
Jan Barnes once commented that her whole family life is here in this patchwork
because her mother used her old summer dresses, old curtains, table cloths
etc....stitching together the fabric of her entire childhood!
And now, it hangs in our worship room as a symbol of our fellowship . When it used
to hang on the wall facing the congregation, I am sure, many of us ( like me ) enjoyed
contemplating its design as it transforms through from Summer to Winter. It is a
lovely metaphor, expressing how life is made up of so many different elements.
Of all the many metaphors for life, one of the most enduring, it seems to me, is the
metaphor of life as a patchwork. Put together bit by bit, using rather ordinary
materials, yet the whole is definitely greater than the sum of its parts. Everything
about our wall hanging can be seen as a metaphor for change and healing. The
pieces of fabric each have their own shape and character. The thread can be our
healing, binding us all together, through all weathers. It is the connection that pulls
us together again and binds us to the people around us.
Lyanne Mitchell
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